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The damage of the Fukushima nuclear power plant and the East Japan big earthquake, the east part of Japan received big

impact on the March 11, 2011. Many haiku poet composed haiku poems to the impact of the nuclear power plant accident and
the earthquake disasters. Of these haiku what was published in the magazine, 234 haiku on the home page were to be used in the
data. Copies of haiku were shown to 19 people of the general public and the poet, and we asked whether they can understand
them, or they are impressed by them. 2354 haiku was chosen in total. 124 haiku was chosen average.

10.1 average people, understand of haiku and the distribution of the two-peaked mountain with 8 and 13 people was observed.
Haiku understood by more than half of people were relatively large and 132 (56.4%), so it was found that haiku is yet the useful
means of communication of mind for the Japanese today. As for the impressive haiku, it has the maximum value in 0 and at 1.4
person average, and decreases the distribution of people. 91 (38.8%) haiku were impressed by more than two people. To convey
the emotion equally to many people, it showed difficulties. Taking the correlation of the number of people impressed with the
number of people evaluated, it showed weak association of 0.515. The results suggested that haiku could be understood by a lot
of people, but could give the impression variously.

According to the evaluation method in the Haiku Society, one point in haiku which was able to understand, to give two points
to haiku that was impressed, we calculated the total score. Correlation of the number of people understood and the people im-
pressed indicates 0.731, the stronger association was obtained. This is a result of the score added points. As it was not a very
strong connection, so the individual differences affect the evaluation of haiku.

By the principal component analysis in the factors respondents, six-axis was obtained with eigen value greater than 1.0. This
indicates that there are many different preferences in the evaluation by the respondents. The axis with maximum eigen value
has the largest explanatory power, and showed the severity of the evaluation. We estimate 5-axis remaining as the evaluator’s
preferences for haiku.

The highest scored Haiku observed 2 haiku of 20 points.
(1) Mud certification of graduation, mud portrait digging under the debris by Tsunami (Sinogo SONE)
(2) Finding my mother in turning disaster’s debris, light snow falling (Minu KASHIWABARA)
(3) Children crying bright hopes for their future a graduation ceremony (Nagahiko KAMIGORI)
(1) described the scenery that the photographs of deceased persons and the certification of diploma by deceased became muddy

by the tsunami, people are digging them after the disaster in the damaged areas.
(2) described the scenery that light snow was falling, while people are removing the disaster debris of earthquake to find their

mother of missing, at the neighborhood home.
(3) was praying for the pupil who were singing the graduation song with full of tears to be lighten
We thought that both of them were touched deeply by sadness.
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